
Short Introduction  
to Debugging Tools on the Cray XC40 



Overview 

 
 
 
 
 
Debugging 
Get your code up and 
running correctly. 
 
 
 
Profiling 
Locate performance 
bottlenecks. 

 
Light weight 
At most relinking. Get a 
first picture of a 
performance or problems 
during execution. 
 
  ATP 
  STAT 
 
 
 
 
 CrayPAT-lite 
 (IOBUF) 
  

 
In-depth 
Recompile/Relink. Provides 
detailed information at user 
routine level. 
 
 
    lgdb, (ccdb) 
    Fast track 
    Allinea DDT 
    TotalView 

   CrayPAT 
   Apprentice2 
   Reveal 
   

●  Reveal and CrayPAT are explained in separate presentations. More 
information about Cray Tools on docs.cray.com 	  



The porting optimization Cycle 

    Port or update your application to the XC40 
 
 
    Debug your application (get right results). 

●  Stack Trace Analysis Tool (STAT) 
●  Abnormal Termination Processing (ATP) 
●  Fast Track Debugger (FTD) 
●  Allinea DDT, Totalview 
●  lgdb, (ccdb) 

 
    
     
   Profile your application for performance. 

●  Cray performance analysis toolkit CrayPat. 
●  CrayPat lite for faster profiling. 



Debugging in production and scale 

● Even with the most rigorous testing, bugs may occur 
during development or production runs. 
●  It can be very difficult to recreate a crash without additional information 
●  Even worse, for production codes need to be efficient so usually have 

debugging disabled 
●  The failing application may have been using tens of or 

hundreds of thousands of processes 
●  If a crash occurs one, many, or all of the processes might issue a 

signal. 
●  We don’t want the core files from every crashed process, they’re slow 

and too big! 
●  We don’t want a backtrace from every process, they’re difficult to 

comprehend and analyze. 

 



Stack Trace Analysis Tool (STAT) 

For when nothing appears to be 
happening… 



Stack Trace Analysis Tool (STAT) 

● Stack Trace Analysis Tool (STAT) is a cross-platform tool 
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
●  Gathers and merges stack traces from a running application’s parallel 

processes. 
●  Creates call graph prefix tree 

●  Compressed representation 
●  Scalable visualization 
●  Scalable analysis 

●  It is very useful when application seems to  
be stuck/hung 

●  Full information including use cases is  
available at 
http://www.paradyn.org/STAT/STAT.html 

●  Scales to many thousands of concurrent  
process. 

●  STAT 2.1.0.1 is the default version. 
 



Stack Trace Merge Example 



2D-Trace/Space Analysis 

Appl 

Appl 

Appl 

Appl 

Appl …
 



Merged Stack 



Using STAT from an interactive session 
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•  First get an interactive session. 
•  Load the stat module and run your application in the background. 

>	  module	  load	  stat	  	  
>	  srun	  –n	  …	  ./<exe>	  

•  Wait until application reaches the suspicious state.	  
•  Then launch the command line tool stat-‐cl	  with the process id of the 
srun as an argument and wait until it returns. 

•  Terminate the running application with scancel or kill the srun	  

>	  stat-‐cl	  <pid_of_srun>	  

•  Now you can start the graphical interface stat-‐view.	  
•  In order to use the graphical tool stat-‐gui	  to get the traces instead of 

the stat-‐cl	  please refer to man	  stat. 
•  Instruction on how to attach to a running job will be provided later on. 

>	  stat-‐view	  STAT_results/<exe>/<exe>.0000.dot	  



Abnormal Termination Processing 
(ATP) 

For when things break unexpectedly… 
(Collecting back-trace information) 



ATP Description 

● Abnormal Termination Processing is a lightweight 
monitoring framework that detects crashes and provides 
more analysis instead of silently terminating. 
●  Designed to be so light weight it can be used all the time with almost 

no impact on performance. 
●  Almost completely transparent to the user 

●  Requires atp	  module	  loaded during compilation (usually included by 
default) 

●  Output controlled by the ATP_ENABLED environment variable (set by user).  
●  Tested at scale (tens of thousands of processors) 

● ATP rationalizes parallel debug information into three 
easier to use forms: 
1.  A single stack trace of the first failing process to stderr 
2.  A visualization of every processes stack trace when it crashed 
3.  A selection of representative core files for analysis 



ATP Usage 
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•  Job scripts must include the changes above. Note that ATP respects ulimits 
on corefiles. 

•  After abnormal termination the application will not simply crash but proceed 
with the ATP analysis instead.  

•  Backtrace of first crashing process is passed to stderr and the merged 
backtrace of all procs is in atpMergedBT.dot 

export	  ATP_ENABLED=1	  
ulimit	  –c	  unlimited	  

Core files are being generated. 

Trace back of crashing process 



•  The merged backtrace is inspected via STAT. 

•  The core files can be inspected with gdb or Allinea	  DDT. 

>	  module	  load	  stat	  	  
>	  stat-‐view	  atpMergedBT.dot	  

Viewing the results after the crash 



LGDB 

Diving in through the command line… 



lgdb - Command line debugging 

●  LGDB is a line mode parallel debugger for Cray systems 
available within an interactive session through the module 
cray-‐lgdb. 
●  It has many of the features of the standard GDB debugger, but 

includes extensions for handling parallel processes. 
●  Binaries should be compiled with debugging enabled, e.g. –g. (Or 

Fast-Track Debugging see later) 
●  The 2.0 update has introduced new features like comparative 

debugging. An extensive tutorial is given in 
http://docs.cray.com/books/S-‐0042-‐22/	  

●  CCDB extends the comparative debugging capabilities of lgdb with a 
Graphical User Interface.	  



LGDB - Command line debugging 
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•  First get an interactive session. 
•  The debugger can be used after loading cray-‐lgdb 
•  You can launch new jobs or attach to existing ones.  

>	  module	  load	  cray-‐lgdb	  

•  To debug an application <exe>	  on nprocs processes from 
the beginning.	  

>	  lgdb	  
dbg	  all>	  launch	  $pset{nprocs}	  <exe>	  

•  To attach to an existing job first find the step_id of your job 
step using sstat and then run the commands above.	  

•  More information is given in the man page of cray-‐lgdb. 

>	  lgdb	  
dbg	  all>	  attach	  $<pset>	  <job_id>.<step_id>	  



LGDB – Process Groups 
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•  Output from commands is grouped into common sets, e.g. backtraces (bt) 
will be prepended with groups. 

dbg	  all>	  bt	  
all[0,2..31]:	  #0	  	  0x0000000000400979	  in	  main	  at	  	  	  	  	  
/tdsnfs1/y02/y02/ted/xthi.c:47	  
all[1]:	  #0	  	  0x0000000000400984	  in	  main	  at	  	  
/tdsnfs1/y02/y02/ted/xthi.c:48	  

•  Debugging commands are issued in parallel to all processes in the “focus” 
group. By default this is $<pset>,	  i.e. all the processors in the application.	  

•  New groups can be created with defset.	  

defset	  $<newgrp>	  $<pset>{rank1},$<pset>{rank37}	  

•  The focus can be changed with the focus command. 	  

focus	  $<newgrp>	  



Fast Track Debugging 

For getting to the problem more quickly… 
 



The Problem 

● Compiling with debug support eliminates optimizations 
●  Today's machines require high levels of optimization for efficient 

execution. 
●  Debugging notably slows down the execution. 
●  Problem might disappear with lower optimization. 

 
●  Idea behind fast track debugging 

●  Compile such that both debug and non-debug (optimized) versions of 
each routine are created. Use –Gfast	  instead of –g with the Cray 
compiler for that purpose. Check the man pages of cray compilers. 

 
●  Linkage such that optimized versions are used by default. 

 
●  Debugger overrides default linkage when setting breakpoints and 

stepping into functions 
 

●  Supported by Allinea DDT and lgdb. 
 
 



A Closer Look at How FTD Works 

subroutine difuze(…) 

call difuze(…) 

call interf(…) 

subroutine interf(…) 

source	  code	  
difuze() 

call difuze(…) 

call interf(…) 

interf() 

op+mized	  binary	  code	  

dbg$difuze() 

dbg$interf() 

call difuze(…) 

call interf(…) 

debug	  code	  

Jmp inserted as part of breakpoint planting 
Breakpoint requested in interf(),  
placed in interf_debug() 



Summary 

●  The Cray XC40 provides a series of light weight 
debugging tools which can be efficiently used for large 
simulations and different scenarios.  
●  Stack Trace Analysis Tool (STAT) 
●  Abnormal Termination Processing (ATP) 
●  Fast Track Debugger (FTD) 
 

●  These tools provide only a rough view of the problem. 
●  This might be sufficient for a developer who is very familiar with the 

code.  
●  If a code is very large and a user does not have sufficient experience, 

a more sophisticated tool like Allinea DDT or TotalView can help. 
●  Core files out of ATP and binaries compiled with FTD can be inspected 

an debugged with these more advanced tools. 
 
 


